






















     In 1995, FEM celebrated its 50th anniversary as a business entity; it faced some of the toughest 
challenges ever. During 1995 federal budget hearings, Congress looked at selling the Power Marketing 
Administration (PMA) dams. Without this low-cost hydro-power, rates were expected to increase 
dramatically for rural electric cooperatives like FEM Electric. Information packets containing four post 
cards opposing the sale of the PMAs which were addressed to Senators Larry Pressler and Tom Daschle,
Representative Tim Johnson, and President Bill Clinton were sent to members of rural electric
cooperatives across the nation including every FEM member. The response was tremendous as Congress 
was inundated with mail on the issue. Some Congressmen were quoted as saying that it was the largest
volume of mail they had ever received on any single issue. The fight was not over, but rural electric
cooperatives and their member/consumers definitely made Congress take a closer look at the issue.
     The year 1995 is remembered as the year of the damaging ice storms. In January the cooperative 
suffered a major storm along the entire western half of all three counties. The storm began with a dense 
winter fog that caused a frost buildup on our lines which was followed by a freezing rain that added an 
even heavier coat of ice buildup. When the winds picked up on January 15th and 16th, many of the heavily
laden lines could no longer bear the weight that was upon them—105 poles toppled, 22 cross arms broke, 
26 anchors were pulled out, line hardware broke, and there were approximately 425 wire breaks causing 
widespread outages over the western half of all three counties. Blizzard conditions on January 17th further 
impaired efforts to restore power to members. The linemen had to walk through knee-high snow, lifting
the heavy lines to be repaired only to have the wires snap again a few spans away and they would have to 
start the repair process all over. FEM received the assistance of twelve linemen and six trucks from six 
South Dakota cooperatives to aid in the repair process. With all this assistance and working early in the 
morning until late at night, it still took an entire week before power was restored to all residential services.
     In April 1995, a spring snow storm consisting of a heavy, wet snow hit Faulk and Edmunds Counties 
mainly affecting lines 10 miles on either side of Highway 45. Outage calls started at 4:30 a.m. the 
morning of April 18th and FEM linemen were dispatched to repair damages. The storm was short in 
duration, and on April 18th, the lines began to clear of ice, but the Burkmere, Cresbard, and Onaka 
Substations were without power. FEM enlisted help from three other cooperatives that furnished five 
trucks and nine additional linemen. Heavy moisture conditions made access to downed poles impossible
with conventional equipment and consumers in the affected areas provided large 4-wheel drive tractors 
and 4-wheel ATVs to assist the workers. In some cases, three tractors were needed to pull one unit to the 
work area. Power was restored to the last active farm at 6:00 p.m. on April 22, 1995; however, many
repairs remained incomplete. Damages included approximately 80 pole, 45 anchors, 70 crossarms, at least
250 wire breaks, plus other line hardware. 




